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the light direction register is an integer vector that contains the light direction in world
space (not screen space!). the light color register is a 32-bit floating point vector that

contains the light color in world space. the light position registers are just like the vertex
shader inputs and outputs, and are also an integer vector. the light position register 2 is a
floating point vector that contains the light position in world space. this is used to perform
lighting calculations in the pixel shader. note that the shader model 3.0 implements two

different lighting models, lightmapped and deferred. the shader model 3.0 also has a
texture coordinate register. this register is used for texture coordinates, and contains
floating point values. the texture coordinate register is also an integer vector, like the
vertex shader input/output registers. crytek designed the shader model 3.0 api, which

enables the application to send a message to the gpu and request a specific work. crytek
included this api in its shader model 4.0 support. both directx and shader model 4.0

support pixel shader programs and are used for the same purpose, namely, to draw to the
screen. the shader model 3.0 api is called d3d12, and it can be used by applications that

target windows and windows phone 8.1, and, in theory, it can be used by applications that
target windows 10 as well. however, it is used only by games that target windows 10. it is
used in windows 10 games (by games that target windows 10 only, not windows phone or

windows 8.1), as well as in windows 7 and windows 8 games (by games that target
windows 7 or windows 8).
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Alone, Final Fantasy XIV
Online is among the most
outrageous MMOs on the
planet. In today's post,

we'll tell you about what's
new in Final Fantasy XIV: A

Realm Reborn, the PVP
updates, and a few of the

quests, servers, and
beneficial communities

that are standard in FF14.
We'll also show you how to
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get unlimited platinum for
free. Whether you're still
playing Final Fantasy XIV:
A Realm Reborn from the
initial release in 2012 or

whether you're playing its
first expansion, this is a
guide you can use to get
started winning with the

included download version.
I like it.They may keep to

making the same
professional game every

year but at least they gave
us a challenge this
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time.Whats new?As you
first place installation, it
will start to download the

improvements and the
second time its finished it

will be updating the
software and it should now
be running at a far better
point than before. In some
cases the desired depth

test may also be specified
in a second depth texture.
This is really just a matter

of preference, as the depth
information can be
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calculated per-vertex, and
will therefore usually be

calculated over the vertex
buffer anyway. ReShade FX
has a simplified interface
and ability to integrate

your own scripts, so you
can extend your work with

scripts or plug-ins. This
could be a substitute for an

external application, for
example, if you don't like
the data provided by the
default shader script. A

good example of this is the
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